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Perils OfA Big
Brother
A tie-up with a global partner can be a boon
but It also means Increased interference and
loss of independence

RATEEK Nath sat in his hotel
room in New York, utterly de-
jected. His meeting with Dean
Dupont, chairman of
Transworld Worldwide (TW),
had been rather strained and
riddled with subtle references

to his management of the Indian sub-
sidiary, Transworld Advertising (TAL).And
Dupont's final verdict was the last straw. In
any other situation, Nath may have felt dif-
ferently. But the context in which the vari-
ous decisions had been made seemed
grossly unfair and improper to him.

The last eight months had seen Nath em-
broiled in one controversy after another. It
started with an article on succession manage-
ment in a business magazine which had hidden
references to Nath's effectiveness as the right CEO
for TAL.The speculation itself did not bother him,
but it came at a time when Nath was fighting various
small wars with the parent company. The article accen-
tuated the anxiety within the organisation. Moreover, TW
had picked up distorted messages from the story and David
Mayo, the director for India had said: "That kind of thing is bad
for business, Nath, especially at a time when agencies are openly
warring for new business in global India."

TALwas a fairly large advertising company, having gained in
strength and billings in the last 10 years. Even after Nath took
over the reins six years ago, billings continued to grow at the rate
of 25% each year. And that was very good by industry standards.

This case study was first published in BW,
20 September 1995.
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Nath did not need a magazine to prop up
his image or market his worth. It was there
for all to see.

But the article was ill-timed, felt Nath.
For the last two months, he had been aggres-
sively resisting TW's attempts to realign
some of TAL's accounts as per the global
brand alignment. Ever since the country had
globalised operations, agencies around the
world were seeking to optimise their
strengths by ensuring that their brand port-
folio in India was aligned with brand portfo-

lios in other countries. The one that ran-
kled the most was the soaps

account of Belfuss India (BIL)
which was being handled

worldwide by Sorronto
Schnapps, an Ameri-

can company. And
now Schnapps

was insisting that the account in In-
dia be handled by its subsidiary,

Artfare India.
When Sorronto Schnapps

pressed hard to gain the In-
dian account, TW was ad-
vised by Belfuss Interna-
tional to move the account
to Artfare India as this was
in line with the interna-
tional policy. But Nath
was confidentTWwould
not accede. He himself
saw no sense in this de-
cision since TAL had
handled the soaps ac-
count for nearly 20
years. This new thrust
at global re-alignment
struck him as unneces-
sary. He said to Mayo:
"For 20 years I built and

grew the six brands piece
by piece, and today I have

brought four of them to a
terrific position of reckon-

ing. Now this line of argu-
ment does not make sense. It's

fair and acceptable to use this
policy for future brand alloca-

tions, but to recast existing portfo-
lios is not in the interest of the

brands. My client is Belfuss India and I
take my role as the custodian of its

brands seriously. This move is more tactical
than strategic and I don't see any advantage

accruing to my client."
Mayo was alarmed at the intensity of Nath's feel-

ings. But he was quick to remind him that this was a de-
cision that TW had taken. "We have been through that in

great detail, Nath," said Mayo, "and we have decided that the
soaps account in India should move." Then he said something

else that rankled. "Besides, we are well
within our rights as major shareholders for
exercise our discretion for the larger corpo-
rate benefit," Nath was upset. Never before
had he been forced to take a decision be-
cause of a shareholding majority.

The move had serious ramifications. One,
it meant a loss of Rs 20 crore in billings,
which was nearly a fifth of his business. How
was he to make up for the drop in revenue?
Two, he had some 18 people working on the
account; how was he to handle their morale?
After all, these were the executives who had
over time, given the brands the image and
market clout that they commanded today.
Three, and this was stunning, in exchange
TALwas to receive the account of the skin-
care range of Belfuss from Artfare. This
meant that TAL would have to give up an-
other client whose 'Lara' brand of skin care

products it had been advertising for close to 11 years now. Lara
was less than half the size of Belfuss' Pauffin, but Nath enjoyed
the account which had provided him with great insights into the
complex product category. Neither could he decline TW's offer of
Pauffin because TW handled Pauffin worldwide, and as Mayo
had pointed out, TALwould have to concede to its larger share-
holder's decision.

NATH did not like the tone of the proceedings and as a last
ditch effort he called Vijay Behl, BIL'svice-president (mar-
keting). "Are you going to let this happen?" he asked.
"Can't you see the brand will suffer? After all, how do
brands get built? Over years of research, feel, empathy,

leading to a slow evolution of the brand positioning statement.
How are you planning to pass 20 years' learning on the brand to
another agency? Will they ever be able to empathise with the
struggle your soaps have been through? Everything can be
handed over, but not the learning," he said desperately.

Behl was disturbed too. Artfare was a sound creative agency
and their performance on the skincare range had been terrific. In-
ternationally too, Artfare was renowned, as was TAL.Disturbing
this harmonious relationship when it had worked so well did not
seem like a very nice thing to do. But when he expressed his dis-
pleasure to his senior in London, he was told: ''Aspart owners of
Belfuss we have a right to change some relationships ifthese are
in the larger interests of the organisation."

And that was Mayo's line too, to Behl, with the addition of:
"There was justification these last 20 years in leaving soaps with
TAL;but globalisation has changed the canvas in which we are
operating in India. We need to have a common policy worldwide."
Besides, he added, if revenue bothered Nath, he could look for-
ward to the skincare account of Belfuss.

Even as Nath was battling his agitation over his sudden
change, he received a fax message from Mayo. Bill Botham and
ReffMartins, the creative directors atTW, were paying a brief visit
to India. The fax said: "This is part of their creative response study
worldwide and I should be happy if Bhalla could take them
through your creative efforts in the last two years."

But Nath was not prepared for what followed. Even as Binny
Bhalla, TAL'screative head, took the duo through every campaign
and subject, Nath found their interaction, responses and com-
ments confounding. At one point it seemed to Nath that these
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gentlemen had come with a personal agenda. For instance,
Botham said: "You guys are good. It's got to do with the variety
and diversity of cultures and languages you handle every day."
Nath wouldn't take Botham lightly, for he was a winner of many
an international creative award. Yet the very next instant,
Botham said: "Allthat diversity is fine, but there is a total lack of
an Indian identity in all your campaigns." Referring to a soap ad
he was shown, he said: "The ambience, the tone, the language-
it was clearly miming a foreign effort. Where in India do you see
bikini-clad women in swimming pools? The ad has to speak an
Indian emotion, an Indian lifestyle."

Nath was annoyed. What on earth did Botham mean? How
much of the Indian consumer and the new Indian woman did he
know to pass such a judgement? Bhalla was equally annoyed. He
said to Botham: "We do have our traditions and customs, but that
does not mean our lifestyles have not changed. There is a large ur-
ban population and swimming and bikinis are very much a part of
our urban lifestyles. Besides, the soap you viewed is a premium
category soap targeted at the upper segment whose lifestyle in-
cludes swimming pools."

Later when they broke for lunch, Martins said to Botham:
"They have come a long way and they are producing great inter-
national stuff. Binny Bhalla can walk out of Palam with his board-
ing pass and walk straight into Manhattan and produce a terrific
commercial for Birdy's wafers."

"That's it," said Botham. "But Binny cannot sell Birdy's in In-
dia. His brand of creativity cannot sell American peanuts to Indi-
ans. Recall his baby food ad; the voiceover is so adult and formal,
if you had your eyes shut, you'd think he was selling premium
whisky to post -graduates."

NATHdid not have to hear this. He could feel it in his bones
that this visit of Martins and Botham had more to it than
what met his eyes. The bottomline was that Botham and
Martins did not think the creative effort at TALwas ade-
quate and in keeping with the changing environment.

Botham felt Binny Bhalla's creative was not sensitive to the mar-
keting objective. He felt Bhalla was anglicising every copy com-
munication in word and spirit. And when he viewed a commer-
cial for a potato snack, he said to Bhalla: "Fritos is a potato snack
for Indian consumers. It is not intended to sell America or an
American lifestyle though this product. We are selling chips, In-
dian potatoes, fried in India. The technology is all that is Ameri-
can. Your communication says, at least to me: 'Americans eat
wafers, so why don't you?', whereas you should be saying, 'why go
through the cumbersome process of slicing and drying and stor-
ing when Fritos comes ready for you'."

Botham and Martins ran through various campaigns and
their remarks and observations annoyed Nath and Bhalla.
"What's going on?" asked Bhalla, when he met Nath in the pri-
vacy of his office. "Is this some kind of audit? Since when did we
start having international reviews of this kind on our creative?"
But it went on. The ad for Thirstee, a lemon drink, could be used
for ice-creams, amusement parts and surnmerwear, they re-
marked. All ads are glitzy, colourful, racy and fun, but no
product values were coming through in the communication,
said Martins.

"In all communication to teenagers, we find the theme for
youth is romance and discotheques. Don't your teenagers play
Scrabble?" he asked. "Globalisation is for markets, but that does
not mean you go and globalise the Indian culture. Everyone of
your campaigns is either American or British. Where is the In-
dian flavour?" he asked.

For the next two days, Martins and Botham ran a fine tooth-
comb over every creative campaign and storyboard developed by
Bhalla. Nath felt a distinct discomfiture. Bhalla's creativity was
highly regarded in industry circles and Martins and Bothams at-
titude bothered him. This was the first time he was facing some-
thing of this nature. He wondered what lay between the lines. But
he did not let their stance destabilise his thinking. He warned
Bhalla: "Let them play their game, we cannot be offensive. De-
fend your campaigns by all means and I am with you. But don't
fall for their bait."

Two weeks later, Mayo called Nath. "There is some good news
and some bad news," he said. "The good news is that Belfuss In-
ternational has finalised plans to launch its range of frozen foods
in India. We have also received a formal communication from Per-
rito Swana confirming its collaboration with Diamond Electron-
ics India for the manufacture of the 'Housekeeper' range of do-
mestic appliances. Both are expected to hit the Indian market by
autumn 1996.And ...," he paused for effect, "both accounts are be-
ing awarded to you!"

Nath was instantly pleased. These two accounts had been on
the anvil for six months. They now meant a combined ad budget
of Rs 36 crore. But his pleasure curdled when Mayo said: "I hate to
say this Nath, but Bhalla will have to go. Belfuss International has
been dissatisfied with Bhalla for quite sometime but I have been
fielding for you. Last week they discussed the creative report with
Botham and now the frozen foods account clearly hinges on
bringing Probir Das back from Jakarta."

Probir Das was the earlier creative director at TAL and his
move to Jakarta four years ago was rumoured to have been trig-
gered off by his personal dislike for Nath's management style.
When Nath took over as CEO six years ago, his reorganisation of

client teams at TALhad irked Das. Das also felt Nath in-
terfered with his turf and resented the new CEO's

methods. And though Nath had not been aware
of this, Das engineered a few moves through his

close connections with the earlier CEO and
found himself a lucrative opening in Jakarta.

And now Mayo's plan stung Nath. Never
before had the global parent so blatantly
played chess with India's resources. But
now Mayo was echoing the newest mantra
in the marketplace - globalisation. "Aslong

as India was a restricted market, it did not
matter how you organised your teams. But

now with the larger foreign brands seeking In-
dian markets, your resources have to match in cali-
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bre and competence the standards of the global
markets," said Mayo. "Bhalla was okay up to a
point, but he does not seem to have the chutz-
pah of a world-class creative director. Which
is what TW now needs for India. India is big
fish now and we cannot allow a dilution of
our worldwide image," added Mayo.

Nath was deeply agitated. The whole
thing smacked of interference. Then what
was his role as CEO meant to be? Replacing
client accounts was one thing, but replacing
people was clearly interfering in his turf. If
globalisation meant long-distance remote con-
trol of even day-to-day management, the Indian
business would certainly lose its identity. And an iden-
tity was what Nath had given the fledgling TALsix years ago. He
had ensured that the Indian agency grew speedily. In Indian
agency circles, TALwas known by its charismatic leader. It an-
noyed him now that Mayo should think TALlacked quality stan-
dards. "Just because we are going global does not mean we change
everything here," confided Nath to a friend.

It now became apparentto him that he was not lord of the In-
dian business. International was laying claim to its parenthood
through long-distance diktats that even controlled Nath's man-
power planning. He now bristled with the memory of Martins
and Botham's visit and regretted not having understood what
their visit meant clearly in the month. He felt deeply humiliated
that a parent company, no matter how renowned, could actually
interfere with the regular working of a subsidiary and even engi-
neer events to achieve its predetermined conclusions. As he said
to his friend: "Their role in policy matters is fine. But what they
are doing to Bhalla is not. Besides, we have always let inter-
national screen business heads before we appointed them. And
likewise they had met Bhalla and he was their unanimous
choice. Every large campaign and storyboard for international
accounts is vetted by them. So what has happened now?" he
asked angrily.

Nath agreed that TW had an axe to grind in the case of its in-
ternational accounts like Belfuss. "But what about the 75 Indian
accounts I have?" he asked Mayo. "How do you decide for them
that Bhalla is no good? Belfuss may not like Bhalla, so fine. We can
lookat that separately instead of throwing the baby out with the
bathwater. We also need to think of my other local clients who be-
lievethat Bhallas brand of creativity is good for their brands. I am,
therefore, aghast that you allow one single account, no matter
howlarge, to dictate my resource planning."

"It's not just Belfuss, Nath," said Mayo. "Swana has worked
with Das in Jakarta and it would rather let Das handle its Indian
venture. In fact, it has said so very categorically. Also, Botham
and Martin, too, are of the view that Bhalla is not adequately
equipped to handle the might of the new competition and this is
reallysignificant."

But the worst was yet to come. In September, TALwas invited
tomake a competitive pitch for Tello, the world leader in cellular
phones. Six other agencies had been similarly invited but all
eyeswere trained on TALsince the account was being handled
byTWworldwide. But Tello was not keen to extrapolate the in-
ternational pattern in India as this was a new complicated mar-
ket and it had made it very clear to Mayo that TALwould have to
prove its mettle in India.

Mayo arrived in India along with his team to guide the Indian
team in its strategy and presentation. Nath was a trifle disturbed

by Mayo's presence, but he reserved his comments, not wanting
to create newer controversies. But it did vex him that he could not
direct his team independently. Mayo was calling the shots all
though the preparation, gently vetoing many of Nath's sugges-
tions. Four weeks of hectic research later, Nath produced a fine
presentation for Tello, but he refused to be baited by the specula-
tive media. Rumours were rife that the loss ofTello would sound
the death knell for Nath. There were any number of marketing
bigwigs who spoke with authority that the last straw was the Tello
account, for Nath.

Three weeks later Nath was called to New York. He was both
intrigued and confused. And in the cold, discomfort of the
American winter, Nath was told by Mayo that the Tello account
was likely to be awarded to Reggor & Fulgham's Indian sub-
sidiary, R&FRoy.New Yorkwas upset and this was clear from the
cold shoulder TW chairman Dean Dupont gave Nath. On the
third day of his stay in New York, Nath met Dupont, who said:
"This is a major setback for us. We have been pitching heavily on
India. We see India as the rising mecca of advertising activity,
but the probable loss of a prestigious account like Tello is bad for
our image. In the new and ever-changing environment of India,
we feel a need for a totally new management approach and atti-
tude. Neither do we want our preoccupation with the country to
dilute our attention on our other dynamic markets like Thailand
and Kuala Lumpur. The South-east Asian market as a whole will
be our thrust and we feel an organisational need to structure our
business organisation worldwide. Mayo has been very opti-
mistic about your skills and would like you to head the account
planni~g cell in Asia -Pacific."

NATH was flabbergasted. Clearly, he was being asked to
step down and he did see his move as a soft kick to
launch him into the anonymity of a nebulous staff man-
agement function. He tried reasoning with Dupont, but
the decision had been made. Prateek Nath could not

continue as CEO ofIndia. Naresh Bakshi, the CEO ofTWIndone-
sia, had been asked to take over the Indian subsidiary.

Nath held a few more meeting with Mayo and the director
for Asia-Pacific, Ienet Mckenzie. But nothing could restore
his turf back to him. In principle, he disagreed with the spirit of
the decision. A parent-subsidiary relationship could not be so
intense as to take away the independence or dilute the entrepre-
neurship of the subsidiary, he argued. In any business there
would be gains and losses and these could not be measured by
the image yardstick only. No doubt he was pained by the proba-
ble loss of Tello, but surely replacing him was an exaggerated
penalty, he felt. •
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ANALYSIS I: SUNDEEP KUMAR

Tie-up Or Takeover?
Sundeep Kumar is senior vice-president (corporate affairs), Godfrey Philips India. Prior to this he was with
Nexus Equity.

"~J\NSWORLDAdvertising (TAL),like
so many other Indian agencies, obvi-
ously went in for a foreign tie-up to
increase business, infuse technology
and enhance its prestige. Transworld

Worldwide (TW), on the other hand, like
so many other international agencies,
probably looked at the association as a
means of presenting a greater interna-
tional face to its clients for purposes of
global alignment and gaining a foothold in
a country which, along with China, is seen
as the proverbial last frontier - a country
where advertising growth is outstripping
the international growth rate.

Unfortunately, in many such cases, the
respective objectives of the parties in-
volved are not necessarily in synergy. TAL
looks at growth in the Indian context, while
TW looks at growth in a global context,
with India being a mere drop in the ocean.
For the Indian subsidiary, many of its
clients are reasonably equal. For TW some
are more equal than others. In addition,
TALwould welcome the infusion of tech-
nology. TWwould rather impose its 'tech-
nicians'. TAL looks at it as a tie-up. TW
views it as a takeover. And whether Prateek
Nath recognises it or not, that is exactly
what it is.

A lot of the decisions TW takes may not
make too much sense to Nath, but they
obviously make a lot of sense to TW.And
one has to keep in mind that agencies like
TW are past masters in this game, having
entered many a country before. For most
agencies like TAL, and people like Nath,
this is their first such experie'fice.

Let us examine the various decisions
TWmakes:
Moving The BelfussAccounts:
To expectTW to upset a worldwide client is
like expecting a chess player to sacrifice
his queen to protect a pawn. Belfuss could,
of course, have chosen to make an excep-

tion for India, but it is clear that, like so
many multinationals, it feels that there are
gains in global brand alignment. If TALex-
pects to gain accounts as result of a foreign
tie-up it also has to be prepared to lose
some because of some other agency's for-
eign tie-up. Ifa proper evaluation of the re-
spective portfolios was done prior to forg-
ing an alliance, this should not have come
as a major surprise to Nath.

The biggest problem in gaining or los-
ing accounts through such associations is
that account shifts within India no longer
remain necessarily related to the perform-
ance of the Indian agency or its senior per-
sonnel. This factor can, therefore, cause
considerable disillusionment and heart-
burn, as also act as something of a demoti-
vator. But while this is a tragedy, it is also

siders the best for itself, to derive maximum
benefit from the global alignment it seeks.

Perhaps it will take time for some
multinational companies and interna-
tional agencies to realise that, unlike most
other Third World countries they may have
encountered, India does have an ad-
vanced level of homegrown talent with a
good learning potential and an under-
standing of the Indian consumer.
Replacement OfNath:
Just as Nath should have seen the writing
on the wall in the first instant itself, so
should have TW. It would have certainly
realised that TALwas too close to Nath's
heart and so he would be unable to view
decisions dispassionately.

The loss of the Tello account was per-
haps a major excuse for Nath's ouster, so

the harsh reality.
Mayo also uses the opportunity to qui-

etly remind Nath that he no longer calls
the shots. The writing on the wall was
there in big bold letters for him to see.
Replacing Bhalla With Probir Das:
Multinationals may be lucrative clients, and
this makes them extremely important. This,
in turn, makes their agencies vulnerable. As
Nath himself realises, it is near impossible to
pass on years oflearning and experience. It
is not that Belfuss disagrees. It just feels that
global learning outweighs learning within
the confines of one country. It feels that Das'
learning is more critical to it and it knows
that it is big enough to make demands. And
Belfuss will naturally demand what it con-
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that the international management was
not seen to be dictatorial but as having
made a considered decision. Or perhaps
TAL'sCEO was merely made a scapegoat
by Mayo who was involved in the pitch and
may have wanted to save his own neck.

In either case, Nath should realise that
once you enter the international arena,
you are no longer a big fish in a small pond,
but you are a small fish in a big pond. Ei-
theryou swim as partofa school or youget
eaten by the sharks.

So what Nath can do is either adapt to
the situation by accepting his transfer, or
find another small pond to become a big
fish in once again.

After all, such an action would cer-
tainly get him the loyalty and support of
Bhalla as also of many of his Indian clients
for any new venture they may float in the
future. They would probably feel more
comfortable working with an agency
where they would have more importance
than they appear to have in the revamped
Transworld Advertising. •
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ANALYSIS II: SAURAV ADHIKARI

Failure ToAccept Reality
Saurav Adhikari is the president of HeL Technologies (BPO division), North America. Prior to this he worked
with Pepsi Foods and Hindustan Lever.

T
HE situation before Nath is a very
common one in the Indian corporate
landscape today: globalisation and
its potentially gut-wrenching impact
on individuals. Note that I use the

world 'individuals' and not 'organisations',
for the focus of this analysis is the human
dimension ofNath.

Globalisation is sweeping India. TW
feels that with the changes occurring in
the Indian market, it is time to shake
things up, question conventional wisdom
and prepare for globalised competition. It
reviews Nath's operations, a creative head
comes down to evaluate work at TAL,and
brand alignment plans are underway, all of
which is a legitimate part of the interna-
tional audit of subsidiary operations.

The initial signals for Nath were also
very clear. The press has it out in the open
with articles on his ability to lead TALin
the new era. The MNC thrust means an in-
evitable realignment of brand portfolios.
EvenBehl of Belfuss has no choice in this
process. This global trend has been evi-
dent in India for quite sometime now and
Nath with his years of advertising expo-
sure - not necessarily global exposure-
should have read the signals much before.

When the creative team of Both am and
Martins were at TAL,they made the situa-
tion quite clear. They were unhappy with
the creative work as, according to them, it
did not meet with the international re-
quirement of developing branding for
MNCs.Either there was an aping of West -
ern styles or the Indian ethos failed to re-
flect in the TAL creative work. Strangely,
the reaction from Nath even at this stage

suggests an inability to confront reality.
So What Is The Reality?
• First, recognising that globalisation is
at India's doorstep and thatTW, as major
shareholders of TAL, have the right to
question and change things in preparation
for changed market equations.
• Second, global realignments mean los-
ing some accounts where blood, sweat
and tears have been shed. But other ac-
counts fall into your lap where the reverse
is true. Win some, lose some.
• Emotions count for little in this world
where shifting sands of alignments and
change call for pragmatism. Not soppy re-
flections on the past.
So What Could Nath Have Donet
• First, he could have anticipated that
change was at his doorstep. He could have

the power ofTW for improving the servic-
ing of smaller loss accounts.
• Third, there was plenty in the pickings
from international realignments from Bel-
fuss and other global clients that make
frozen food arid domestic appliances,
among other things, which would have
more than compensated for the loss of
other international accounts.
• Fourth and most important, Nath as an
advertising man, failed to market himself
in the changed scenario. Apart from TW,
he should have marketed himself to the
external environment better by attracting
positive press. Success has a lot to do with
perception, a preserve of the marketing
and advertising world, and Nath could
have easily avoided all this mess. Is this a
failure of the CEO to read the signals?

commenced the process of change first in-
ternally, and then become the agent of
change for TW{TALso that his colleagues
could have seen a positive frame of mind
and not 'Nath the worrier'.
• Second, he could have managed the
overseas relationship better with TW's
Mayo without being defensive. By having
them on his side, he could have globalised
the culture of TAL quicker and attracted
more overseas clients, besides leveraging

Nath could have maintained his in-
tegrity and that ofTW and TALand, per-
haps, helped TAL grow a powerful new
global presence in Indian advertising. In-
stead he got trapped in his own insularity
and unwillingness to confront reality.

The arrival of globalisation means an-
ticipating change, reacting proactively
rather than reactively and managing that
process to ensure survival and growth.

Simple? Not quite. Ask Nath. •


